PRESS RELEASE

INTRALOT appoints Fotis Konstantellos as Group Chief Commercial Officer and
Edward Gerekos as Group Director of Human Resources
April 15th, 2019
INTRALOT announces Mr. Fotis Konstantellos as Group Chief Commercial Officer at INTRALOT and
Mr. Edward Gerekos as Group Director of Human Resources, effective April 15th.
Mr. Konstantellos joined INTRALOT four years ago and has led the company’s product
transformation, customer experience, and the online gaming division. As Group Chief Commercial
Officer, he will be responsible for INTRALOT’s business propositions and development, marketing, as
well as enhancement of lottery solutions and platforms. Prior to INTRALOT, Mr. Konstantellos served
as Chief Commercial Officer of Hellas Online, a telephony provider, and started his career 25 years
ago as an engineer in Australia. Since then, he has served in various positions including technical,
operations, project management and commercial development at the telephony operators Vodafone
and Wind.
Mr. Gerekos, as Group Director of Human Resources at INTRALOT, will be responsible for the
company’s organizational evolution, the efficiency of its business models, and people’s development,
while he will ensure that the company will attract and retain a talented, diverse and committed
workforce. Prior to INTRALOT, he served as Human Resources Director and Manager for over 25
years in Telecom, Hospitality, Entertainment, and Retail sectors. He served as Human Resources
Director at Hellas Online and Carrefour Marinopoulos Hypermarkets, and as Human Resources
Manager at Continent Hellas hypermarket and Club Mediterranee Hellas.

About INTRALOT
INTRALOT, a public listed company established in 1992, is a leading gaming solutions supplier and
operator active in 47 regulated jurisdictions around the globe. With €0.9 billion turnover and a global
workforce of approximately 5,200 employees (3,000 of which in HQ and subsidiaries and 2,200 in
associates) in 2018, INTRALOT is an innovation – driven corporation focusing its product
development on the customer experience. The company is uniquely positioned to offer to lottery
and gaming organizations across geographies market-tested solutions and retail operational
expertise. The company has designed a new ecosystem of holistic omni-channel solutions across
verticals (Lottery, Betting, Interactive, VLT) for Lotteries digital transformation. INTRALOT has been
awarded the prestigious WLA Responsible Gaming Framework Certification by the World Lottery
Association (WLA) and the WLA certificate for the Security Control standard.
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